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Watchmaking: OneOf launch in North America 
Ultra-precision and demagnetization at smartphone range 
 
From now on, the watchmaking tool that validates the accuracy of a mechanical 
watch fits in a pocket. Be careful, OneOf’s technological achievements, compact and 
design, risk setting the world of watchmaking enthusiasts ablaze. 
 
Collectors and watchmakers never stop looking after their watches. They listen to them 
and wind them over and over again. Ahhh, if they could only know at any time, like 
watchmakers, their level of precision, or even orchestrate their demagnetization! This 
is now possible thanks to OneOf: never before precision has been so accessible.  
 
There are three versions of the OneOf Accuracy each designed with a 
different user in mind: collectors, boutiques and watchmakers. They all 
are powered only by a cable directly connected to a smartphone or 
tablet. The OneOf Accuracy App flawlessly interacts with the watch 
mounted on the sensor and stores the results. 
 
Accuracy², Swiss accuracy that fits in a pocket  
The Accuracy² model, the first in the OneOf trilogy, fits in a pocket and 
uses a smartphone to transmit the watch's run status in just a few 
seconds, thanks to an App linked to a smartphone.  
 
Frequency and ease of use make it possible by 
several consecutive tests to generate averages 
over a given period as well as comparisons 
between models. This OneOf Accuracy² - 
developed by H2i - combines functionality and 
perfect design which could be addictive to 
those who use them. 
 
Accuracy Boutique Edition:  
enhancing the customer experience 
In addition to testing precision, this Accuracy Boutique Edition adds the 
demagnetization of a mechanical watch, also using a smartphone or a tablet. It's easy 
to use and intuitive as much for a private collector as for a store staff.  

 
A simple push on the DEMAG 
function on the application 
generates a short but 
powerful electromagnetic 
pulse. The spiral balance is 
demagnetized and the 
watch instantly recovers its 
accuracy. This will have 
critical time-savings elements 
in avoiding unnecessary trips 
to the after-sales service 
department, which will 
greatly add to the in-store 
customer experience. 
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“The OneOf Accuracy Boutique Edition's sensor is provided with a piezoelectric 
microphone that is very sensitive to the vibrations of the regulatory organ, the ‘ticking’ 
of the watch" explains Alexis Sarkissian, founder of Totally Worth It, the exclusive 
distributor of this Swiss-made technology in the United States. "The application's 
algorithms process the acoustic signal in real time and measure, among other things, 
the chronometric accuracy". Generally, the accuracy of a watch - which depends on 
the brand - tolerates a margin of between -15 and +15 seconds per day. Even this 
range can be adjusted on the App to fit a particular watch caliber. 
 

Accuracy Pro: for watchmakers and insiders 
The Accuracy Pro is entirely finished in black anodized 
aluminum with a "soft-touch" coating on all surfaces 
which are in contact with the watch. The Accuracy 
Pro can perform measurements manually in all 
positions since an integrated accelerometer informs 
the application in real time on each position. The 
watchmaker is provided with valuable information 
such as calculation of the run, the amplitude, the 
oscillation flaws, display of the acoustic characteristic 
of the escapement, of the diagram, of the 
cumulative graphs. All measurements in every 
position can be read clearly thanks to a new display 
mode and radar map. 
 
www.One-Of-USA.com  

 
Download high resolution pictures 

https://bit.ly/36dx7ss 
 

Recommended US pricing 
Accuracy²: $320 / Accuracy Boutique Edition: $1,270 / Accuracy Pro: $3,330 
 
Background: H2i, from the farm workshop to the prestigious watchmaking tool factory  
Start-up established in 2014 in a Swiss farmhouse by Emmanuel Baudet and Jean-
Charles Rousset, H2i enjoyed rapid success and saw its future and research become 
sustainable thanks to its acquisition in 2017 by Petitpierre SA - part of the Acrotec Group 
- a legendary manufacture that supplies the most prestigious Swiss watch brands with 
watchmaking tools. Its 
compact, design and intuitive 
devices are arriving in the 
United States, Canada and 
the Caribbean by the end of 
2020 through the exclusive 
distributor Alexis Sarkissian, 
founder of Totally Worth It. The 
OneOf products are 
dedicated to collectors and 
enthusiasts, as well as to 
American watchmakers and 
retailers.  
www.One-Of-USA.com  


